Bucknell Staff and Retired Faculty Authors Exhibit – 2007/2008

Retired Faculty Authors

**John W. Anderson**, Economics
- Transitions: from Eastern Europe to Anthracite Community to College Classroom

**Mills Fox Edgerton**, Foreign Languages
- La Verdad Desnuda
- Esta Atardeciendo
- Ecos
- Altibajos

**Mary Hill**, Women and Gender Studies
- A Journey from Within

**Dan Hoffman**, Biology
- The Forgotten Confederate Sentry: A Collection of Three Short Stories about the Civil War
- Duxbury College: A Professor’s Odyssey
- La Salle Country
- Eddie’s Quest: A Novel
- That Summer of 1964 on the Island: Stories from the Log of a Marine Biologist,

**William G. Holzberger**, English
- The Letters of George Santayana, Volumes 1-6

**F. David Martin**, Philosophy
- The Humanities through the Arts, 7th Ed
- The Humanities through the Arts, Chinese edition
- Facing Death: Theme and Variations

**Karl Patten**, English
- Irreplaceable You and Other Poems

**Robert Love Taylor**, English
- Blind Singer Joe’s Blues

**P. Aarne Vesilind**, Civil & Environmental Engineering
- Hold Paramount: The Engineer’s Responsibility to Society
- Peace Engineering
- Solid Waste Engineering
- Introduction to Environmental Engineering
- Sludge into Biosolids: Processing, Disposal and Utilization
- Socially Responsible Engineering: Justice in Risk Management
- Wastewater Treatment Plant Design

Staff Authors: Current and Retired

**Karin Knisely**, Biology
- A Student Handbook for Writing in Biology

**Peter Francis Mackey**, Communications
- Chaos Theory and James Joyce’s Everyman

**William R. Phillips**, Finance
- Night of the Silver Stars